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PREFACE
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
IS A GRAND REVOLUTION.

If the Internet is the third revolution in human productivity, then the
block chain may be we are facing a new revolution. The decentralisation,
peer-to-peer transactions and smart contracts of blockchain have solved
many persistent problems

that could not be solved by traditional

technical conditions, many new business models will be born and many
traditional industries will be changed.

Applying new technological

thinking will be our first step to create the future.
According to a report published by Visual Capitalist, the global financial
derivatives market is worth US$544 trillion on a smaller scale (including
securities, gold, foreign exchange, etc.). This corresponds to a ver y large
market for financial investment ser vices. However, traditional financial
investment ser vices are widely characterised by high investment
thresholds, difficulties in matching projects, high transaction risks and
rigid fund structures. Under the existing technical conditions, these
problems are difficult to solve. The technical features of blockchain,
however, can be well combined with financial investment ser vices, such
as peer-to-peer transactions, traceability mechanisms
and transparency mechanisms. In this context, in order to
solve the various problems of traditional venture capital,
Pennywise started to prepare for theestablishment of the
project in 2021, aiming to build a safe and reliable venture
capital alliance ecological chain platform, providing
customers with safe, convenient and reliable financial
investment ser vices.
Pe n n y w i s e f u l l y a p p l i e s t h e t e c h n i c a l t h i n k i n g o f
blockchain, we use blockchain technology as a tool to
break through the shackles and solve problems that
cannot be solved under traditional technical conditions.
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IF THE STAR OF THE BLOCKCHAIN SECTOR
IN 2020 IS DEFI,
2022 IS BOUND TO SEE THE RISE OF NFT

The full name of NFT is Non-Fungible Token and is interpreted as a nonhomogenous token. NFT is considered a unique digital product that
distinguishes itself from tokens that can be exchanged equivalently, such as
Bitcoin and Ether. It is also understood as a carrier of digital certificates. 2021
began with projects of the NFT concept, such as ENJ, NFTX, REHAB, MASK,
MEME, etc., which have achieved tens and hundreds of times growth in their
token prices. The NFT artwork that generated the market buzz, Every Day: The
First 5,000 Days, was sold at Christie's for US$69.34 million (approximately $450
million). This price not only set a record for a virtual
artwork sold at auction, but also put the creator Beeple
in the top three prices paid by living artists, behind only
Jeff Koons and David Hockney. Many celebrities and
investment institutions have also started to lay their
hands on the NFT circuit, such as Tesla CEO Elon Musk,
who declared on 15 March that he would sell a musical
NFT, which had already been bid up to $100,000 in just
one hour.
As for the investment sector, major investment
institutions have come down in 2020 and invested in a
large number of NFT projects, and more will enter the
NFT sector in 2021.

A large ecosystem has been formed in the NFT space. According to the
different functions and roles, the NFT ecosystem can be subdivided into
several different tracks, such as public chains focusing on building NFT
infrastructure, trading platforms providing NFT liquidity, and NFT
platforms offering different application scenarios (e.g. entertainment,
gaming, fashion collection, etc.) Pennywise has also laid out the NFT
track globally, which will bring the many works of global entertainment
superstars and art masters to a global audience without reser vation.
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NFT does not just support transactions, it can also be used for lending, to
support fractional ownership or as collateral for loans. the combination
of NFT and DeFi can create endless possibilities.

The only way to participate in DeFi was to pledge cr yptocurrency. But
since the creation of NFT, users have been able to use high-value NFT
artwork to borrow cr yptocurrencies. Similarly, real-world artwork , cars or
real estate can be used as collateral if they are represented as NFTs on the
blockchain.

IN FACT, NFT BECOMES THE DIRECTION THAT
BEST FITS THE METAVERSE

The Metaverse is not a specific application or product, it is a concept of a
parallel universe carried through a digital form. This means that through
the Metaverse we can have a second, third, Nth life, in which we can have
all kinds of new identities, assets, social relationships. We can have a full
life and social activities in the meta-universe, which is equivalent to
giving us an extended length of life.

ALTHOUGH THE INDUSTRYDOES NOT HAVE A DETAILED
DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL FORM OF THE METAVERSEBY
REFINING ITS CHARACTERISTICS WE ARE STILL ABLE TO
IDENTIFY FOUR CORE PROPERTIES OF THE METAVERSE:
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SYNCHRONISATION
AND REALISM

PERPETUITY

The virtual space is highly

The metaver se platform

synchronised

and

d o e s n o t " pa u s e" o r

interoperable with the real

"end",but operates in an

world, and the interaction

open source manner and

is close to real. This means

continues indefinitely.

that all events in the real
world will be synchronised
with the virtual world, and
that users will receive
near-real feedback when
interacting in the virtual
metaverse.

OPEN SOURCE AND
CREATION

A CLOSED-LOOP
ECONOMIC SYSTEM

Open source means both open

Users' productive and working

source technology and open

activities will be recognised

s o u rc e p l a t f o r m . B y s e t t i n g

with a unified currency for the

"standards" and "protocols",

platform, which players can use

t h e m e t a ve r s e e n c a p s u l a te s

to spend content within the

and modularizes the code to

p l a t f o r m o r to re p l a c e re a l

different degrees, so that users

currency with a certain

with different needs can create

percentage. The economic

in the metaverse, forming a

system is the engine that drives

native virtual world and

t h e m e t a v e r s e f o r w a rd a n d

con ti n u ou sl y e xpan di n g the

onward.

The Meta-Universe is an open
source technology and
platform.
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The metaverse is a new world brought about by the Big Bang era of
technology, and the digitisation of the real world will be greatly
accelerated in the next decade, and the migration of humans to the
metaverse will be greatly accelerated.
Moreover, blockchain technology has bridged the gap between the
virtual world and reality, turning the "metaverse" from a virtual world
into a real "parallel universe".

The popularity of the metaverse will promote the accelerated and deep
integration of the real economy and the digital economy, and the
technical value of blockchain will gradually emerge in this process, which
will bring about new business models, reconfigure distribution models,
market structures, organizational forms and industrial relationships, and
propel humanity towards a new era of digital civilization.

As NFT is issued on the blockchain, it achieves clear ownership,
transparent quantity and traceable transfer, which can "assetize"
digitalcontent and become a "value machine" that empowers ever ything,
bridging real world assets and digital world assets, thus becoming It is a
bridge between real world assets and digital world assets, thus becoming
the value carrier of the new digital world.
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The main application scenarios of NFT are blockchain games
Digital artworks, cr ypto collectibles, music, tickets and other fields, while
in the future, it can be extended to many fields such as intellectual
property rights, ever ything can be NFT.

To realize assets on the chain in the way of NFT, in the short term
It is mainly to realize the on-chain confirmation of rights and flow
transactions of digital goods represented by digital artworks and game
props, so that these digital goods In the short term, the main purpose is
to realize the on-chain confirmation of rights and flow transactions of
digital goods represented by digital artworks and game props, so that
these digital goods can also have clear scarcity, ownership and
transaction mechanisms.

In the medium term
Traditional non-standard assets can also be chained and digitally
circulated through NFT,which will greatly accelerate the digitisation and
digitalisation of assets, thus further improving the upgrading of the
Internet of value.
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01
CHAPTER
ONE
BRAND

1.1 IP BACKGROUND
FEATURES
IP BACKGROUND
Pennywise is born with fear and feeds on it. Since the beginning
of human fear, it has been ever ywhere.
It can take the shape of the thing you fear the most. Clowns are
just camouflage for it.In StephenKing's novel，
Pennywise is described as originating from asuper-universe,
coming to Earth (where it landed in Derr y) in the ancient
past and staying there for a long time. It can control the
thoughts of the adults of Delhi; it often eats human children and
occasionally adults,
but the fear of children is more palatable. Fear is an innate
human instinct, engrained in the human genes, and is the oldest
and strongest human emotion.
That's why Pennywise was never really wiped out, connected to
the world through the internet, and now it's back ,
disguised as the beloved bear of both children and adults,
opening a new chapter in urban lore. Watch out, humans！

IP CHARACTERISTICS
N a m e : Pe n n y w i s e
Alias: Fear Incarnate
Features: clown
Hobby: Scaring children
Favor ite food: frightened children
Gender: ?????
Date of bir th: ????? /????? /?????
Place of bir th: ?????
Height: ?????
Weight: ?????
07

1.2 BRAND
VISION

ART IS INSPIRED BY LIFE, BUT BEYOND LIFE
Pennywise wants to create an art world for the community where
ever yone can enjoy and benefit from sharing their work . Through our
online and offline art collections, we hope to build a collaborative,
empathetic and inclusive community centered around Web 3. Our goal is
to bridge the gap between social status, gender, income level and
nationality.

PENNYWISE'S BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY BASED

NFT form of art production model will further expand the Metaverse and
the internet as a vehicle for digital art boundaries.

We believe that each

individual is unique and able to contribute to the movement with their
own values and abilities.

08

02
CHAPTER
TWO
TOKEN MECHANISM

Pennywise's native token is called $PENNY and has a total supply
of 1,000,000,000. $PENNY can be sent to nodes within the
Pennywise platform in return for the latter operating an on-chain
application or verifying output. $PENNY can also be used to
execute payments for artwork . It is expected that in the future,
people will also be able to use $PENNY to vote for Pennywise ecogovernance. In the meantime, $PENNY can be pledged as a
blockchain node and can also be used to pay Pennywise network
expenses.

As Pennywise's native token, $PENNY uses a deflationar y
mechanism to incentivise more token holders to participate in
pledging, and all fees will be paid using $PENNY and destroyed,
thus reducing the total supply while improving the security of the
network .
In designing the inflation plan, the Pennywise team has given due
consideration to $PENNY and the token holders.

Reasonable Staking proceeds, allocation and delegation of
tokens among validators, projected issuance and total supply,
expected token loss and burn conditions, and the rate of growth
in network usage are all important considerations in designing an
inflationar y schedule.
Today, both Bitcoin and Ether rely on protocol-based rewards to
support the short-term economy, and when the protocol-derived
rewards expire, the revenue generated through transaction fees
will support the economy in the long term. In order to create a
sustainable economy through protocol-based rewards and
transaction fees, a fixed portion of each transaction fee (initially
50%) is destroyed and the remainder is given to the current
leader who processes the transaction.
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2.1THE ECONOMICS OF
TOKENS
TOKEN ECONOMICS STUDIES THE FACTORS THAT
DRIVE THE DEMAND FOR TOKENS.
TOKEN ECONOMICS INCLUDING:
mathematics, supply and demand, incentives, value accrual, human
behaviour and game theor y
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TOKEN ECONOMICS = TOKENS + ECONOMICS

Market
clearing price
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Pennywise's transaction fees, on the other hand, are adjustable
and are set by the network cluster based on recent historical
throughput. The minimum portion of each transaction fee can be
dynamically adjusted based on the historical signature of each
slot. In this way, the protocol can use the minimum cost to target
the required hardware utilisation. The minimum fee can be
raised/lowered by monitoring the protocol specified signatures
in each slot for the required target usage, which in turn should
lower/raise the actual signatures per block per slot until the
target volume is reached.

This adjustment process is similar to the difficulty adjustment
algorithm in the Bitcoin protocol, but Pennywise works by
adjusting the minimum transaction fee in order to steer the
transaction processing hardware application to the desired level.
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2.2$PENNY
ALLOCATION SCHEME
$PENNY AS THE ENTRY POINT TO THE PENNYWISE
ECOSYSTEM CAN UNLOCK.
$WISE

Genesis NFT

Liquidity incentives and governance digs

Total supply:

1,000,000,000

Contract address:

0x661ef18964C1e76176ba370526a031A726AEFCD4

Network :

BNB Smart Chain

Decimal:

18

Distribution:

tokens are not retained by the project owner

Purchase tax:

9%

Sales tax:

9%

9% :
1% Back to $PENNY Liquidity
2% back to USDT-WISE bonus pool
3% Team development
3% Marketing and promotion

$WISE
By pledging $PENNY, it reduces the circulation of $PENNY and allows
$PENNY to continue to increase in value.
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For loyal users of the community who pledge $PENNY, they will enjoy the
following benefits.

Major community decisions will be voted on through snapshot.org for
on-chain governance, and with $WISE, you have the right to vote on
c o m m u n i t y g o v e r n a n c e , a n d t o m a ke re c o m m e n d a t i o n s a n d
implement initiatives to advance the community.

10 $WISE unlocks Genesis NFT free whitelist
$WISE can be redeemed for USDT in the USDT-WISE bonus pool
$WISE Pledge Incentive Model:
Minimum Pledged Amount $100,0000 $PENNY
$WISE output = (pledged $PENNY quantity / 100,0000 ) / h
I n i t i a l s u p p l y 0 , o b t a i n e d b y p l e d g i n g $ p e n n y o n l y, c a n n o t b e
transferred, can only be sold, not purchased.
Contract address: 0xdAfe2553610957b37d6F0139bEAA4ffC088A9adE
Decimal: 18
Slippage: 5% Reflow；5% REPURCHASE USDT-WISE
Initial pricing: 1$WISE = 0.01$

Fragmented NFT ownership
The reser ve price of blue chip NFTs can
deter investors from getting involved in
quality NFT projects due to the large
amounts of money involved. Pennywise
is a project that aims to address this
issue.
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Invest in NFT's tiered ownership titles.
Through decentralised voting using the $WISE governance token, investors can
vote for the NFT projects they want Pennywise to invest in. We then break down
the purchased NFT into fragmented tokens.
Holders will be able to use $PENNY tokens to purchase and own the tiered
certificates of the purchased NFTs and jointly enjoy the benefits of the NFT
investment.

1% Back to $PENNY Liquidity
2% back to USDT-WISE bonus pool

9%
3% Team development
3% Marketing and promotion

Function allocation

Promotion and launch（40%）

Repurchase and marketing（60%）

Airdrop precision activities
(For active account groups)
Stage development,
pledge snap ecology
Exchange chips
Destroy black holes
and form deflation
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03
CHAPTER
THREE
NFT

MECHANISM

3.1 NFT
DEVELOPMENT
GENESIS NFT

TOTAL SUPPLY 5555

HOLD 10$ WISE TO QUALIFY FOR THE CASTING GENESIS NFT
FREE CASTING WHITELIST
To break the problem of illiquidity of NFT, the first NFT backstop repurchase
mechanism was introduced, whereby NF T can apply for an official
repurchase at the repurchase price at any time.

REPURCHASE VALUE.

COMMON ATTRIBUTES:

RARE ATTRIBUTE:

5 $WISE REPURCHASE

10 $WISE REPURCHASE

RARE ATTRIBUTE:
20 $WISE REPURCHASE

LEGENDARY PROPERTIES:
50 $WISE REPURCHASE

GENESIS NFT INTERESTS.

Unlock Discord's exclusive channel, which provides quality crypto
information, latest project information and various other exclusive
benefits for members.

The mall gives permanent discounts on products purchased, the mall
Pennywise whitepaper discounts are given based on the rarity of the
nft, the rarer the property the higher the discount.
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Pennywise Bear offers users a wide range of NFT creations such as artwork ,
collectibles, music, charity auctions, meta world, GameFi, sports NFT,
sneaker NFT, etc., and unites artists from all over the world such as China,
USA, Japan, Korea, Italy, etc. to create Pennywise Bear art, guaranteeing the
artistic standard of each Pennywise Bear.

Each Pennywise Bear is guaranteed to be of the highest
artistic standard and is available in 10 Artist 1/1 Collector's
Editions (with special benefits included).

EACH PENNYWISE BEAR IS A UNIQUE
WORK OF ART CREATED WITH CARE,
each bear is the embodiment of hypocrisy, fear and
evil, filled with dissatisfaction with the real world
and seeking its owner to release it from the
metaverse.
When you buy a Pennywise Bear, you are not just
buying a digital jpg, you are also rescuing each bear,
releasing their fear and releasing their greed. Each bear
is a reflection of life, freeing it, freeing yourself and
opening a Pandora's Box to the Web 3 metaverse.

ATTRIBUTION:
NFT - Headshot Series
TAGS:
per sonal production, digital ar t,
digital licensing
NUMBER OF EDITIONS:
one per piece
PRODUCT RARITY:
(Common, Rare, Rare, Legendar y
according to the face of pennywise
disguise)
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COMMON:
normal disguise of him in simple and comfortable clothes. Disguises himself
as a human being.
RARE:
A trustworthy costume, the appearance of a successful and heroic person,
which creates a strong sense of dependence.
RARE:
begins to take on a morbidly divided look , stitching together bizarre patterns
mapping the worst fears of different people's hearts.
LEGEND:
the true face of the clown bear, an image from the abyss that has killed
anyone who has seen it. Suggested presentation “???"

3.2 NFT
COMPONENT SPLITTING
As blockchain technology continues to evolve, virtual assets are no longer
limited to traditional use cases such as gaming. 2021 sees nonhomogenised tokens and digital art sweeping the cr ypto industr y. In today's
sharing economy, new protocols are being introduced to ensure security,
transparency, ownership, liquidity and shared use as more assets are
tokenised, both physically and virtually.
Organisations operating on public chains such as Ether can issue tokens that
allow holders access to their goods and ser vices, entitling them to receive
company dividends and to participate in the governance of their business
model.
But in the future, owning tokens will no longer fully
satisfy users' needs. Just as not ever yone can afford
Beeple's record-selling $70 million Ever ydays: The First
5000 Days. So the next generation of the token economy
has been created: pennywise NFT, i.e. NFT for pennies
17

The pennywise project will allow NFT owners to mint fractional ownership of
tokens of their work in order to buy and sell a percentage of the entire NFT.
The fractionalised NFTs allow holders to gain liquidity from their assets
without having to sell them in their entirety.

The platform will also allow users to fractionalise their
entire NFT collection and distribute it as NFT, allowing
those with just a few investors to better invest in digital art.

THE PENNYWISE NFT

is decentralised in that the owner of the NFT can tokenise
part ownership of their NFT on the protocol, i.e. split
ownership of a full NFT into multiple standard tokens.

Why can't a single NFT have multiple co-owners?

pennywise NFTs are precisely set up for decentralised ownership
and access.

On the one hand, pennywise NFT lowers the barrier to
participation for investors, allowing more people to
enter the NFT ecosystem and drive it for ward.
On the othe r hand, pe nn y wi se NF T e n hance s the
liquidity of NFT artworks, allowing creators to earn more
on their works, so it is a ver y investor and art creator
friendly solution.
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PENNYWISE NFT HAS THE FOLLOWING FEATURES.

The pennywise project will allow NFT owners to mint fractional
ownership of tokens of their work in order to buy and sell a
percentage of the entire NFT. The fractionalised NFTs allow
holders to gain liquidity from their assets without having to sell
them in their entirety.

The purchase or resale of all or part of the tokens held by
other interested par ties shall not be made to the
detriment of other owners in any way.

Stakeholders must not use the token to the detriment of
other owners in any way. Ideally, the token must be used by
different owners at the same time.

It is important to note that
partial ownership of a pennywise NFT is not the same as divisibility; an
NFT is not divisible, but ownership can be distributed. For example, the
NFT is compared to a company and ownership is distributed through
the division of shares in the company.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF PENNYWISE NFT?

Fragmentation of NFT will bring many benefits to asset owners and
potential participants, notably in the following ways.

PRICE DISCOVERY:
Price discover y is the process by which buyers and sellers agree
on a price for the quality and quantity of a commodity at a given
time and place.
19

LIQUIDITY:
holders of pennywise NFTs have greater exit liquidity than if an
individual owned the entire NFT. This can be achieved through
on-chain trading platforms such as Sushiswap and Uniswap.

REGULATORY FEES:
Holders of NFTs with locked-in assets are entitled to regulator y
fees. These fees are set by the NFT owner, but are monitored to
prevent excessive charges. The regulator y fee is similar to the
management fee for an asset and the custodian is paid a
percentage of the regulator y fee each year.

WHAT INDUSTRIES WILL
PENNYWISE NFT DISRUPT?
While the initial adoption of pennywise NFT will focus on vir tual
commodities, real-world commodities such as ar t, collectibles and
traditional investments will also be affected, with an increasing number
of real assets opening the floodgates for pennywise NFT.

01.ART AND COLLECTIBLES

The global art market is worth about $50 billion, but is one of the
least liquid assets. Selling art is not as simple as auctioning it on
eBay. In fact, auction houses and agencies such as Sothebys and
Christies are still the main choice for selling paintings at a premiums
of up to 25%. These two auction houses alone control 80% of the
second-hand art market. Information on sales is not public, making
market prices difficult to determine and predict.
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Most works of art and collectibles increase in value over time. If the
work can be tokenized, the owner will benefit from the appreciation.
If a $1 million painting is divided into 100 units, 1,000 investors
could own a share of the work . This share would be used to be
tradableand its ownership and authenticity would be verified
through a smartcontract. This solves a second problem in the world
of art and collectibles:liquidity. Instead of spending months or
weeks waiting for a single buyer to buy ahigh-priced item,
converting to pennywise NFTallows it to be available to investors on
the secondar y market.
The benefits for each token owner are the transfer of value of the
artwork , diversification of the portfolio, and potential appreciation
through a limited number of tokens and faster liquidity.
In this case, even the smallest investor may be the owner of the
painting. The pennywise NFT type of artwork and collection can
enrich the financial portfolios of both asset owners and potential
speculators.

02.TRADITIONAL INVESTMENTS

Compared to traditional assets such as art and collectibles, stocks,
bonds, derivatives or gold, cr yptocurrencies are a fairly new market.
This new asset class represents less than one thousandth of 1% of
total global wealth today.
Cr yptocurrencies are volatile, have a short histor y and financial
experts have mixed opinions on making financial investments in
cr yptocurrencies today. Investing in cr yptocurrency assets depends
heavily on factors such as an investor's risk tolerance. pennywise
NFT has emerged as an emerging sub-asset class that can hedge
against the volatility of the primar y cr ypto market. Cr ypto can be
used as part of a portfolio and pennywise NFT's growth and risk
tolerance likewise make it a cr ypto asset.

21

04
CHAPTER
FOUR
BEGINNER'S GUIDE

BRANDS THAT
GO BEYOND DIVERSITY

$PENNY can be traded through Pancake
Swap. In the future, $PENNY tokens can
also be traded on large 0-tax
exchanges. (Slippage 9%)

22

05
CHAPTER
FIVE
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

5.1 ROADMAP

· The birth of the clown brand

· Design of graphics

· Development (contract, website)

· Major marketing campaign

· $PENNY Pre-Sale

· 5000 Holders

PHASE 1

· More marketing campaigns

· Influencers

· Various adds, social media presence

· Promotions for the community

· Develop $PENNY Pledge

· $ Genesis Genesis NFT Casting

· 10000 Holders

PHASE 2
· Large airdrop event
· Brand extensions (merchandise) clothing and other hipster items
· Project upgrades DAO governance, $WISE holders will act as sponsors
and decision makers for the PENNYWISE DAO
· Special Marketing Campaign
· 20,000 Holders

PHASE 3

· Large-scale marketing plan
· Open Mall (selling various branded peripherals)
· 35,000 holders

PHASE 4
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5.2 DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING

Pennywise Community
We have seen how strong communities can be formed
through social media platforms such as Twitter, Discord and
Reddit. These platforms will be a way for community members
to make suggestions their feedback and suggestions for
projects.

We re gu l arl y re l e ase l i m i te d e di ti on phy si cal toy dol l
collections with var ying degrees of rarity.

We will be expanding our product line-up beyond toy figures
and we also plan to develop Pennywise merchandise such as
T-shirts, stationer y and more.

24

We w a n t t o c o l l a b o r a t e w i t h l i ke - m i n d e d e n t i t i e s b y
showcasing our brand at international art fairs. This will help
expand the brand's horizons beyond the imagination of its
current members.

A joint venture designer business, we hope that by working
with artists and designers from all disciplines we can expand
the Pennywise brand beyond collectible toys and NFT.

Our native token, $PENNY, will be used within the ecosystem.

25

06
CHAPTER
SIX
PENNYWISE FOUNDATION

6.1 INTRODUCTION
TO THE FOUNDATION
pennywise Foundation is the initiator of the pennywise project,
headquartered in the United States and involved in several projects in
Asia, Europe, North America and Oceania. It has been deeply involved in
the fields of securities brokerage, investment research, asset
management, insurance business, financial technology and digital
currency trading for many years, especially in the field of blockchain
technology and distributed finance, and is unique in providing investors
with We provide a full range of asset management ser vices. Currently, the
Foundation is involved in the following business systems.

Distributed Finance
The Foundation was one of the first companies to research the use of
blockchain technology in the financial sector, and is well ahead of the
cur ve in the field of distributed finance. Committed to allowing the
general public will have the opportunity to enjoy the financial value
embedded in their financial assets, users of financial ser vices will also
have the opportunity to enjoy the ser vices at a lower cost, and the
operational efficiency of the entire financial system is greatly enhanced
while the cost is greatly reduced.

Digital trading
T h e d i g i t a l c u r re n c y b u s i n e s s s y s te m s t h a t t h e F o u n d a t i o n h a s
participated in or developed on its own have ser ved over 200,000 users in
more than 80 countries around the world. Relying on the Foundation's
related digital currency exchanges, it provides digital currency storage
and trading for users worldwide. The digital currency storage and
exchange of the Foundation's related projects enables the unified
management of multiple blockchain assets, one-stop management,
decentralised ser vices, multiple security guarantees and multi-language
support functions.
26

Cross-border payments
The Foundation has been continuously investing, suppor ting and
incubating relevant projects in the cross-border payment sector. In
collaboration with IDG Capital, it has successfully landed a number of
payment-related projects. The Foundation, which continues to promote
the flow of value without borders, is committed to making cross-border
payments will become more efficient, convenient and secure.

Digital asset technology applications
The Foundation is committed to promoting the creation of a third
blockchain ecosystem beyond Bitcoin and Ether, and to expanding the
a p p l i c a t i o n b o u n d a r i e s a n d t e c h n i c a l b o u n d a r i e s of b l o c kc h a i n
technology so that ordinar y Internet users can experience the value of
blockchain technology.
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6.2 GLOBAL TEAM
Suppor ted by the pennywise Foundation, the core technical
development team of pennywise is made up of mostly international top
art teams and renowned design companies. pennywise explores the
intersection of art, science, technology, design, and nature through
teamwork and cross-disciplinar y teamwork . Members include artists,
programmers, engineers, CG animators, mathematicians, architects and
other professionals from various fields who want to explore a new
relationship between humans and nature, themselves and the world,
through art. Digital technology allows us to liberate art from matter and
enables it to cross borders. We do not feel the boundaries between
ourselves and the natural world, or between ourselves and the world, we
are one and the same. Ever ything in the world exists in a long, borderless,
fragile and incredible continuity of life.
Meanwhile, the team members have market and practical experience in
DAPP development, DeFi, NFT, Meta Universe, Chain Tour, GameFi,
SocialFi, VR/AR, etc. They not only have strong technical capabilities,
but also excellent scientific research capabilities, and have already
achieved outstanding results in several fields.

Justin

graduated from Har vard University with a master's degree in industrial design, has a
professional background in design, good judgment and control of corporate strategy,
industr y trends, brand strategy, design styles and trends as well as a wealth of practical
experience, leading the team to provide innovative design ser vices for many top
international and Chinese companies and enterprises. He uses an efficient product
design and development process, from design research, strategy analysis, concept
design, to new product launch, to help companies achieve design strategy and design
system innovation, covering corporate brand planning and design, industrial product
design, cultural and creative product planning and trade and other design innovation
related fields.

Richard

has been involved in product design for decades and has been a design department
manager and director in Asia Pacific, European and American design agencies. He has
provided product development and design consultancy ser vices to many well-known
high-end clients in China and top 500 companies in the world, and has won many
design awards at home and abroad. He has extensive experience in industrial design,
art design, fashion design and business planning.
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Jimmy

Lim

Has ten years of experience in the field of art and design, as he was born in an artistic
family, he has been rendering art to his ears since childhood, and has devoted himself
to the cultural and creative design industr y for many years. He visited the Seoul Design
Creative Incubation Project hosted by the Seoul Design Foundation in Korea, and
collaborated to introduce the innovative art product collaboration project of the
Dongdaemun Design Foundation in Korea, and the series received a good social
response.

13 years of experience in brand strategy and visual design, participated in many
industrial product synergy design and research, has worked with many world-class
companies, ser ved clients such as Carl Zeiss Zeiss, Toyota Toyota, Roca, Panasonic,
Panasonic, Omron, Kanebo, SCAME, Haier Medical Haier, KHB, INESA, Shanghai Yidian
Holdings, and has a good understanding of market dynamics and consumer
psychology. Omron, Kanebo, SCAME, Haier Medical, KHB, INESA, , and has a strong
understanding of market dynamics and consumer psychology. He specializes in crossindustr y and multi-discipline integrated design ser vices and has led over 300 brand
design projects.

Giles

Technical Developer, M.S. in Computer Science from Har vard University, Python
language expert and blockchain technology engineer. His research involves data
mining, artificial intelligence and algorithm optimization. He is responsible for
building and optimising AI algorithms for the project.

Hubery

Huber y is a program developer and senior engineer in blockchain technology
application, with senior development experience in the field of private social network .
He has 15 years of experience in the Internet industr y, is proficient in various computer
languages, and is good at designing high volume and high concurrency available
architectures, and has rich experience in R&D management.
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6.3 FOUNDATION
STRUCTURE
To ensure that the pennywise project is open and transparent during the
development period, the pennywise Foundation is managed through the
establishment of the highest decision-making body in the Foundation,
the Decision Board. The Board will consist of an Operations Committee, a
Technical Committee, a General Affairs Committee and a Community
Development Committee, and the management body will be made up of
developers and functional committees. The members of the Decision
Board will be elected for a two-year term, with the first Board consisting
of core team members, blockchain industr y luminaries, legal experts and
early stage investors, and subsequent Board members partially elected
by the community.

DECISION-MAKING
COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

At the end of the term of office of

The Executive Director is elected by

the Decision-making Committee,

the Decision Making Committee

all members of the community will

and is responsible for the day-to-

vote for an odd number of up to 9

day operation and management of

core members based on the

t h e p e n n y w i s e c o m m u n i t y, t h e

number of pennywise coins they

coordination of the work of its

The

committees and the chairing of

Committee's functions include the

hold

and

their

age.

Decision Making Committee

appointment and dismissal of the

meetings. The Executive Director

Executive Director and the Heads

reports regularly to the Decision

of the various functions, the

Board on the progress of the work .

making of important decisions and
the convening of emergency
meetings. The first members of the
pennywise decision-making
committee have extensive industr y
experience in the blockchain sector
or global trade.
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BUSINESS
COMMITTEE

TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE

The Business Committee is

The Technical Committee is made

responsible for the overall design

u p of c o r e d e v e l o p e r s w h o a r e

planning of the community.

responsible for underlying
technical development andreview,
product development and review,
etc. The Technical Committee holds
regular project tracking meetings
to communicate requirements and

GENERAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE

project progress. Members of the
Technical Committee are required
t o ke e p a b re a s t of c o m m u n i t y
developments and hotspots,

The General Affairs Committee is

communicate with business

responsible for the use and review

participants and pennywise

of project funds raised, the

holders in the community, and hold

management ofdevelopers'

occasional technical meetings.

remuneration, and the expenditure
and review of daily operating
expenses.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

The goal of the Community

The pennywise decision making
committee is committed to using
all digital assets raised for
community development and

Development Committee is to
ser ve the community by promoting
the pennywise project, promoting

building.

and publicising the open source
project, etc. The

committee is

responsible for all community
announcements and media
partnerships.

AUDIT OF
PENNYWISE
Due to the unique nature of pennywise, it is defacto difficult for existing companies and
institutions of all shapes and sizes to be regulated under the current system. In order to ensure
openness and transparency in the governance of pennywise and in the use of digital assets,the
pennywise decision-making board will engage a professional auditor to carr y out an audit.
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6.4 FOUNDATION
SUPPORT FOR PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION

To drive incremental growth in the market value of the
$PENNY token, pennywise and pennywiseSWAP users, the
Foundation will achieve all-round publicity through
partnerships with community, media and exchange channels.

Community
As a community-driven project, the pennywise platform comes with
decentralised values in its DNA. Currently, the Foundation has partners
all over the world, especially in the community sector, which is ver y
influential, and the Foundation will promote it through community
channels.

Media
With the launch of the $PENNY token and the main pennywise platform,
the Foundation will also be promoted in global media. For example,
Golden Finance, Non-Trumpet, Coinworld, Coinworld, Mars Finance,
Babbitt, Wall Street Journal, Yahoo Finance, Google News, Meta,
Bloomberg, etc.
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Exchanges
The first third party exchange where the $PENNY token will go live is the
Coinbase exchange, sharing the exchange's promotional channels. In the
future, it will continue to go live on mainstream global exchanges
including Coinbase , F ire coin and Euromone y, e tc. As pe nny wise
continues to go live on major exchanges around the world, it will carr y
out comprehensive promotion, thus promoting $PENNY as a 10,000
times coin.

With the support of the Foundation, pennywise will open up a new era
of the Internet of Value with the concept of applying the metaverse,
chain tour and DAO concept to more scenarios. pennywise will fully
absorb the advantages of blockchain 1.0, blockchain 2.0 and blockchain
3.0 projects, solve their outstanding problems and technical flaws, and
build a new era of a more prosperous metaverse based on the metaverse
virtual reality concept model The new era of a more prosperous
interconnected meta-universe will be built on the basis of the model.

The pennywise metauniverse era will
provide blockchain
networks for all kinds of
v i r t u a l
v a l u e
t r a n s m i s s i o n
applications and
suppor t all kinds of
practical applications in
different forms to be
implemented in the
meta-universe vir tual
reality.
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At the same time, the application scenarios are not limited to digital
currency applications represented by bitcoin in the context of blockchain
1.0, the financial sector combining digital currency and smart contracts
in the context of blockchain 2.0, and the application attempts of
blockchain 3.0 in the fields of government, health, culture and art; the
blockchain 4.0, virtual reality network based on pennywise will become
the infrastructure of many The blockchain 4.0 and virtual reality network
based on pennywise will become the infrastructure of many industries,
forming a perfect industr y ecosystem based on blockchain, which will
widely and profoundly change people's lifestyles.

In the future, pennywise will completely
reshape the existing Internet operation model,
turning the economic incentive system itself
into a system that can circulate within the
system, creating a completely decentralised
Internet value transfer ecosystem, as well as a
completely open community ecosystem that
transcends national boundaries and allows
every participant to receive the corresponding
value representation in the metaverse.
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07
CHAPTER
SEVEN
CHAPTER VII
DISCLAIMER

Nothing in this white paper constitutes legal, financial, commercial
or tax advice and you should consult your own legal, financial,
commercial or other professional advisers before engaging in any
activity in connection with it. The Foundation's staff, members of
the project development team, third par ty development
organisations and ser vice providers will not be liable for any direct
or indirect damages or losses that may arise from the use of this
white paper. This white paper is for general information purposes
only and does not constitute a prospectus, offering document,
offer of securities, solicitation of investment or any offer to sell any
p ro d u c t , i t e m o r a s s e t , w h e t h e r d i g i t a l o r o t h e r w i s e . T h e
information below may not be exhaustive and does not purport to
have any element of contractual relevance.

The White Paper cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of
the information and does not guarantee or undertake to provide a
statement of the accuracy or completeness of the information.
Where this white paper contains information obtained from third
parties, the Foundation and the team have not independently
verified the accuracy and completeness of such information. In
addition, you should be aware that the surrounding environment
and circumstances may change at any time and that this White
Paper may therefore be out of date and the Foundation is under no
obligation to update or correct the content and documents relating
thereto.
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No part of this White Paper constitutes and will not constitute any
offer by the Foundation, the Distributor and any sales team (as
defined in this Agreement) nor may the contents stated in the
White Paper be relied upon as the basis for any contractual and
investment decisions. Nothing contained in this White Paper shall
be taken as a representation, promise or guarantee of future
performance. By accessing and using this White Paper or any of its
contents, you are providing the Foundation, its affiliates and your
team with the following warranties.
In any decision to purchase Tokens, you have not relied on any of the
statements in this White Paper ;
You will voluntarily bear the costs and ensure compliance with all
legal, regulator y requirements and restrictions (as applicable) that
apply to you;
You acknowledge, understand and agree that Tokens may not have
any value, are not guaranteed or represented to have any value or
liquidity, and may not be used for speculative related investments;
Neither the Foundation nor its affiliates nor the team members are
responsible or liable for the value, transferability, or liquidity of the
Token or any market in which pennywise is offered through third
parties or other wise;
You acknowledge, understand and agree that you will not be eligible
to purchase any Token if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or
other wise relevant), resident or green card holder of a geographic
area or countr y that satisfies the following conditions.

the sale of Tokens may be defined or interpreted as the sale of
securities (however named) or investment products.
Countries and territories where access to and participation in the sale
of Tokens is prohibited by law or where Tokens are prohibited by law,
policy, regulation, treaty or administrative regulation.
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The Foundation and the team do not and do not intend to make any
representations, warranties and undertakings to any entity or
person and hereby disclaim any liability (including, without
l i m i t a t i o n , f o r t h e a c c u r a c y, c o m p l e t e n e s s , t i m e l i n e s s a n d
reliability of the contents of this White Paper and the contents of
any other materials published by the Foundation). To the fullest
extent permitted by law, the Foundation, related entities and
ser vice providers disclaim all liability for any damages, whether
direct, special, incidental, consequential or other wise, arising out
of the use of the contents of the White Paper, related materials
published by the Foundation and related content presented in
other forms (including, without limitation, any errors or omissions
in content) (including, but not limited to, any liability arising from
any resulting breach of contract or negligence, any loss of revenue
and profits and loss of use aspects and data). Prospective
purchasers should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and
uncertainties (including financial, legal and uncertainty risks)
associated with the sale, the Foundation, the distributor and the
team.

The information provided in this white paper is for community
discussion only and is not legally binding. No person is obliged to
enter into any contractual and binding legal commitment in
relation to the acquisition of pennywise and, apart from this white
paper, no virtual currency or other form of payment will be
accepted. the agreement to buy and sell Tokens and to hold Tokens
on an ongoing basis is subject to a separate set of terms or a
purchase agreement containing relevant terms and conditions (as
the case may be) which will be be provided to you separately or can
be obtained from the Website. In the event of any inconsistency
between these Terms and Conditions and this White Paper, these
Terms and Conditions shall prevail.
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The regulator s have not reviewed or approved any of the
information set out in this White Paper and there is no provision in
the laws, regulator y requirements and rules of any jurisdiction that
requires or will require this. The publication, distribution or
dissemination of this white paper does not imply that the
requirements of applicable laws, regulations or rules have been
fulfilled and complied with. This is a concept white paper to
describe the vision for the development of pennywise to be
developed. This white paper may be revised or replaced from time
to time. There is no obligation here to update the white paper and
to provide additional information to audiences beyond the scope
of the contents of this white paper.

All statements contained in this white paper, press releases and
publicly accessible statements and oral statements that may be
made by the Foundation and the pennywise team may constitute
for ward-looking statements (including statements of intent and
beliefs and expectations regarding current market conditions,
b u s i n e s s s t r a te g i e s a n d p l a n s , f i n a n c i a l c o n d i t i o n , s p e c i f i c
provisions and risk management decisions). Please note that you
should not place undue reliance on these for ward-looking
statements as they involve known and unknown risks, risks of
uncertainty and a number of other factors which may cause actual
future results to differ materially from those described in these
for ward-looking statements and it should be noted that there is no
independent third party to review and judge the reasonableness of
t h e s e s t a te m e n t s a n d a s s u m p t i o n s . T h e s e f o r w a rd - l o o k i n g
statements speak only as of the date indicated in this white paper
and the Foundation and the pennywise team expressly disclaim any
liability (whether express or implied) for the consequences or
events arising from and in connection with any revisions to these
for ward-looking statements after that date.
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The use of the name or trademark of any company or platform
herein (other than in connection with the Foundation or its
affiliates) does not imply any association with or endorsement by
such third party platforms and companies. References to specific
companies and platforms in this white paper are for informational
and illustrative purposes only.

PENYWISE IS
GROWING, STAY TUNED!

THANKS
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